Cutlery Polishing Machine

C&S 3000 RÖSLER
C&S 7000 RÖSLER

www.besteck-poliermaschine.de
In the past few years, we have developed these top products in the field of cutlery polishing machines in cooperation with the company Rösler, the leading manufacturer of industrial surface finishing equipment. The many years of experience of both companies have led to these innovative products. We take a great pleasure in sharing with our customers our confidence in this product and provide a 5-year guarantee on the products of the C&S-RÖSLER-Serie.

Apart from the known advantages of a cutlery polishing machine, the cutlery polishing machines of the C&S-RÖSLER-Serie series offer you the following outstandingly good reasons for a purchase of these high-quality appliances:

• Made in Germany
• 5-year guarantee
• extremely dense and correspondingly resistant PUR coating
• lower noise generation
• GS certification
• short setup time – ready for use after 5 min.
• electronic display with:
  - UVC lamp function monitor
  - integrated operating hours counter module to allow for precise replacement intervals of the granular material
  - „automatic overrun“ – the machine will switch off automatically after the termination of the granular material drying process
• granular material and spare parts service
  ... as well as our service with respect to all questions and problems relating to the world of cutlery polishing.

Shiny results and highest customer satisfaction are our method.
Now, we will be sharing our experience and our extensive know-how with you.

Your confidence in the quality of our new products C&S 3000 RÖSLER and C&S 7000 RÖSLER will be rewarded with our unparalleled promise of a 5-year guarantee.
Cutlery Cleaning Machine
Shiny and stain-free cutlery for the food service industry, canteen kitchens and catering. We offer solutions without time-consuming and costly manual work.

Glass Polishing Machine
You will save time and achieve outstanding polishing results with the Polimat/G700 De Luxe, with minimum space requirements and easy handling.

Cutlery Polisher
The x-series cutlery polishing machines offer a variety of advantages apart from their high economic efficiency.

Cutlery Reprocessing
Reprocessing of pieces of cutlery: special Keramo Finish® process – mirror finish for your cutlery!

Many years of experience in the area of cutlery polishing machines and our dedication to target-oriented and solution-focused results for the benefit of our partners are the foundation of our success.

Our cutlery cleaning systems and glass polishing machines that we are selling under an exclusive manufacturer’s representative agreement in Germany, Austria and Switzerland are used in prestigious establishments such as the Hilton, Kempinski, Partyrent and the Dorint Group.

It is, however, not only the big hotels or the German Rail, for instance, that place their confidence in us, but also the medium-sized companies and small enterprises which are well aware of the quality of our products and our good service.

Apart from purchasing the machine, you can also rent it for events, a seasonal business or any other temporarily limited use.

Due to our many years of experience, we will, of course, be happy to perform all maintenance and repair work on the machines delivered by us or also any other make.
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